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Reviewer's report:

This paper documents a study protocol for a chronic disease prediction model to assess chronic disease incidence. The approaches that will be taken are fairly clearly described and in the large part well justified.

I have a few comments detailed below:

1. I agree that death free of a chronic disease is a competing risk for the first occurrence of any; but is it not also interesting to understand the breakdown of chronic diseases and also if multiple diseases are developed in certain individuals? If so, death from a lethal chronic disease will also be a competing risk and a more advanced modelling approach may be needed.

2. Following on from that, some are much worse outcomes than others and a lot have interlinked risk factors. I'm not 100% convinced that this composite outcome is the most informative outcome of choice? You do refer to multimorbidity as a potential sensitivity analysis - I cannot imagine that the same model will work well for diseases with highly correlated risk factors. Can you further justify the outcome choice and how you choose which are included?

3. Choice of validation approach - is it not better to use all of the data to build the model, and then use a repeated cross-validation technique?

4. For people with multiple records in the survey - will you update their covariate values if they differ from survey to survey?
5. Do you need to categorise BMI and other continuous covariates? Can you not fit continuously and non-linearly, and then report in groups later if needed for reporting purposes?

6. PH checking - you say you need a more interpretable model, and so will sometimes use PH - why? Some of the interpretability will be lost in other ways such as using splines for continuous covariates - transformations, graphical presentations and predictions of the model parameters will be needed then anyway. Best to fit the better model, no?

7. Could a full imputation approach not be incorporated to deal with the missing data?
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